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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the Educational Resources

Information Center (ERIC), discusses the Reading and Communication
Skills Clearinghouse and its role in the ERIC system, and shows
journalism teachers and advisors at the high school level how to use
the ERIC system. An introduction containing an overview of ERIC is
followed by a description of the tocls and methods necessary for
using the system effectively. The narrative is interspersed with
diagrams and figuret, which further explain the system and how to use
it. The article concludes with a sample search of the ERIC system
showing a typical search strategy a journalism teacher would follow.
(Author)
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A RESOURCE FOR JOURNALISM TEACHERS: ERIC

by Rodney J. Barth
ERIC/RCS Staff

'ire kirk ational Resources Information
Center (I RI( ) is a national information system
consisting of Io Lleminghouses under the
general sponsorship of the National Institute
of Education (NH ). Each clearinghouse is
responsible for selecting, analyzing, evaluating,
and disseminating educational information and
materials m .1 given area. I'or example, the
Reading and Communication Skills Clearinghouse
t RIC/R('S) is responsible for research, resource,
and lust' uctional materials in journalism, read-
ing. I nglish, speed] and theater i.e. the
communkation skills. The data collected in
lournalism by I RI(; /RCS are available to
journalism teacher, and advisors in more tirn
SOO FRI(' microfiche collections located across
the country.

In the area of scholastic journalism, the
FRU* system contains information and resources
on teaching jouinalism, advising the school
newspapei and yearbook, organizing the journ-
alism star!. p1epai ing editorial guidelines and

Hie Journalism Education Association is
associated with I. RI(' /RCS in an effort to
enable JI.A members to have more infromation
and assistance to aid them in professional
teaching.

I he FRIC sy stein is designed to enable
teachers in the classroom to have the latest
and most impi,rtant information needed to
increase their teaching abilities and information.
It is not designed only for the researcher but
mainly the front-line teacher.

OA is represented on the ERIC/R('S
advisory bond winch meets yearly to set policy
and pflorities. .1 I:A furnishes several persons
to review potential journalism and mass
communications material for inclusion in the
FRI(' system. And JEA cooperates with
ERIC/RCS in the publishing of materials
such as Student Press Rights by Robert Trager.

this article by Rodney. J, Barth was
written at ILA's request and it should enable
JI A members to more fully use the informa-
tion system to improve their classroom
teaching.
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policies, and instructing students in news-
gathering and editing. ERIC contains addi-
tional information on the legal aspects of
journalism, recent court decisions related to
scholastic journalism, freedom of speech, the
First Amendment rights of students and
teachers, and censorship problems.

Two books recently indexed into the
system by the ERIC/RCS Clearinghouse are
Captive I/owesThe Report of the Conums-
shm of 11u/tau Into High School Journalism
by Jack Nelson and Student Press Rights by
Robert Trager. The first of these, prompted
by the Kennedy Commission, was published
by Schocken Books; the second was published
by the Journalism Education Association in
cooperation with ERIC/RCS. Other materials
in the ERIC system include transcripts of
speeches, papers on teaching methods,
research reports, conference and convention
proceedings, literature review, inservice and
preservice workshop information, curriculum
guides and journal articles.

In order to use the ERIC system to best
ad-antage, each teacher needs a working
concept on how to retrieve information. It
does not take the skills of a librarian to acquire
valuable information from the ER1(' system,
although a brief explanation from a librarian
may be in order for the beginner. The
effective user of ERIC will need to be
familiar with the tools of the ERIC system.
These tools include the Thesaurus of ERIC
Descriptors. Resources in Education, and
Current Index to Journals in Education.

THE TOOLS OF THE ERIC SYSTEM

The Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors is
the key to the entire system. This thesaurus,
which is continuously updated to maintain
accuracy, is the source of all subject terms
(descriptors) used For indexing and for retrieval
of documents and journal articles in the ERIC
colh,:tion. (See Figure I.)



Figure I 110111 thesaurus of ERIC DescrIptors
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News Reporting
'Technology
Composition (literature)
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Each item entered in the ERIC system is
assigned several descriptors selected from the
Thesaurus that reflect the essential subject
matter contained in the document. Descriptors
marked by an asterisk (*) indicate the major
concepts of the document, while the unaiked
descriptors denote concepts of only minor
emphasis in the document. In cases where no
descriptor adequately describes some important
feature of a document , an 'identifier' may be
assigned in addition to the descriptors. When
an identifier is used frequently, as was the case
with 'News Reporting', a clearinghouse (in this
case ERIC, /RCS) submits it as a new descriptor
for inclusion in the Thesaurus as part of the
updating process mentioned collier. Examples
of descriptors journalism teachers and advisors
will find useful include: 'Student Publications,'
'School Newspapers,' 'Journalism,'
'News Report ing,"Student Rights,' Yearbook,'
'Freedom of Speech,' Court Litigation; and
`Censorship.' 'First Amendment' can be found
as an identifier. Other journalism related
descriptors may be located by consulting the
'Thesaurus.

The abstracts of documents thus indexed
are printed ill Resources in Education (RH:')
which is published each month. About 1,000
documents from the 16 ERIC Clearinghouses
are indexed and summarized in each monthly

Figure 2 Subject Index from RIE

Censorship
Ar. Analysis of Editorial Freedom d Administrative
Control of the Studi.nt Newspaper in the Four-Year
Colleges and Universities in New York State.

ED 086 977
The Cenorship of 'Maude': A Case Study in the Social
Construction of Reality.

El) 081 055
Freedom of the Press as a Function of Subsystem Auto-
nomy and As An Antithesis of Development.

El) 084 555
The Inter-American Press Association as Champion of
Press Freedom: Reality or Rhetoric? The Bolivian
Experience, 1952-1973.

School Newspapers
An Analysis cf. the Editorial Content and Policy
of Twenty Selected High School Newspapers in
Pennsylvania.

El) (182 23!
( lie College and University Campus Student Press. An
Examination of its Status and Aspirations and Sonic
of the Myths Surrounding It.

El) 084 963
The High School Underground Press: Content Analysis,
Member AttitudLs and Beliefs.

41) (183 640
Student Press in American Archives, Fall/Winter 1973-74.

El) 085 704
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volume Fad: RH .11,0 contains a mani entry
section and .1 \obit:LI modes. an audio' wide.,
and a soul cc in& \ (institution Or publisher).

iir'sublect nide al ranged alphabetically
by descriptors. Documents which have been
assigned a pal t !LULU' let III as a Ina pal descriptor
are listed III the soiled inde under that term.
(See Figures 2 mid ) rims, a document which
has been assigned I n e major descriptors will
he iound III !Re places in the subject nide..
In each place. the Title and a air -digit I D
ilk)! I RI( Document) accession number are
listed Semiannual and annual compilations
.of RI F. .1re aim) available. Before January 197 5,
Illl lepresented ReNearchur Lhavium. lint
the iItIC as tilted to Reoune., lee Mucution
in order to mole dt.eurately reflect its contents.
'Me oigamiat ion and contents remained
unchauged.

Most documents abstracted in RIF are
available from the i RIC Document Repro-
ducflon Sen,fte (NDRS) in two f. ims: micro-
fiche (MI.). a tom-by-six inch microfilm card
containing up to ()6 pages of text; or hard copy
OW), sus -by- eight inch black and white photo-
groplikally repioduLed pages in a paper bind-
ing. A few documents listed in RIF arc not
.naiial)lc Muni MRS. In these cases. ordering
information and current price are listed with
the abstract in the main entry section.

Article, from nearly 600 educational journ-
als ale indexed to the same manner in another

R l( publication; Current Index to Journals
lie hluatom ((VI.) (See Figure 4.) These
articles are assigned a six-digit EJ (for Educa-
tional Journal) accession number and are
often annotated. Semiannual and annual
compilations of ('Iii: are available. Copies of
the journal articles indexed in CI.IF are not
available from I RIC, they must be obtained
from a library collection or from the publisher,

SEARCHING ERIC: A CASE STUDY

A hypothetical case study on censorship
which incorporates the previously introduced
tools, erms, and diagrams in a search of the
FRI(' system follows.

John Smith has accepted a position teaching
high school journalism with the stipulation that
he serve as !acuity advisor to the school news-
paper. he student Llitor has approached Mr
Smith with the suggestion that the newspaper
run a series of arti.lcs on drug use and abuse
in the comin unity . Smith, concerned with
community leaci ion and administrative policy
toward controversial issues, needs more infor-

ED Number

Author

Title
Date

Availability
and Pi ice

Descriptor

Identifiers

Abstract
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Figure 3 Main Entry from RIF

Terms

('S 201 479ED 094 416
Nelson, Jack

Captive Voices The Report of the Commission
01 Inquiry Into DO :idiot)! Journalism.

Robert I . Kennedy Memorial, Washington, D.C.
Pub Date 74
Note 255p
Available from- Schoeken Books, 200 Madison

Avenue, New York, Neu York 10016 (Sill.
95 cloth, $1.45 paper)

Document Not Available from EDRS.
Descriptors *Censorship, Conference Reports,

Court Litigation, *I reedom of Speech, Gui-
delines, *Journalism, Mass Media, Minority
Groups, National Survey s, School News-
papers, Secondary Education, *Student Pub -
hcatwns.

identifiers 'Commission of Inquiry Into High
School Journalism.
Contained in this report are the results of a

national inquiry conducted by the Commission
of Inquiry Into High School Journalism (some-
times called the Kennedy ('winnission), which
examined the current status of high school jour-
nalism. Contents include 'Censorship,' which
summarises the different kinds of censorship
untxwered by the commission; 'Minority Partt-
Cipation.' which cites stone of the problems
students from racial, cultural, and ethnic minor-
ities lace in joining the journalism stall; 'Journ-
alism and Journalism Education,' which discuss-
es the low priority given journalism and journal-
ism education by Ingh school administrations;
'Established Media,' which examines the lack of
encouragement given by the print and electronic'
media, which are dependent on the continuous

of talent coming out of high schools; and
'Towards Action,' which lists the recommenda-
tions of the commission to ameliorate the pre-
sent conditions. the document concludes with
three appendixes containing guidelines for high
school journalism, the results of sum), analys-
es, and selected readings (RI)

mation on censorship and journalistic responsi-
bility in high school newspapers before he con-
siders the editor's proposal. Smith has heard
about the ERIC system and plans to spend
some time investigating it with the hope of
uncovering some information that will help
him establish guidelines f'or the newspaper's
editorial policy.

Smith's first step is to phrase, as narrowly
and accurately as possible', the question he seeks
to answer. 'What news is fit (and allowable) to
print in the high school press?' Smith will be
looking for information on censorship policies
in the high school press, on responsible journal-
ism, and on freedom of speech.

The next task is for Smith to determine the
de ,r: iptot s he will use to conduct his search.
Ile goes to the Thesaurus' of LRIC' Descriptors



and first looks under the term 'Journalism.'
Ile finds a list of tel in under 'Join nahsm'
which dre divided onto se%eial categories under
the 1101a t Ions 131 N I , and R l', which indicate
those terms that are narrower than (NT), broader
than OH 1, or related to (WI') the term 'Journal-
NW.' ach of the terms listed under tne'e ab-
breviations is itself a descriptor. rills cross-
list mg enables .1 Seal Lher to quickly identify
other possible descliptors that might be use-
ful in a NC:II di.

In this case Smith picks 'Writing' and 'Pub-
lications' I rom the related term list as terms he
feels ale applicable to his search. Although
Smith does not !Ind any useful descriptors list-
ed under 'Writing' in the The.saurus, under 'Pub-

t bons' lie finds 'School Publications.' Listed
as an NI under 'School Publications' is the
term 'School Newspapers' Smith also discovers
that the term 'Censorship' is listed in the The-
saurus Since Sinn') feels he has found the ap-

opriate descriptors ('School Newspapers and
ensorship',. he looks under these terms in

the Subject hides of the latest cumulative
index of R

From the titles of the documents listed in
the Subjet. Inde Smith determines whether
or not he is interested in reading the abstracts.
If he N, he kilns to the Document Resumes
section of RI. By reading each of the abstracts,
he can decide which ERIC documents he is
mteiested ill reading in their entirety. Smith
can then lead those documents available on
microfiche on the microfiche reader in his
library. II he wishes, he can order either micro-
fiche or paper copy reproductions using order-
ing instructions available in each issue of RIE..
Ity careful reading, in RIF the abstracts of
those documents, not available on microfiche
Smith can determine it' he would like to
purchase copies of the documents. He records
the ordering information included with the
abstracts of those documents he wants to
order.

Smith can also obtain a list of references
from educational journals relevant to his topic
by using the same descriptors for searching the
Otrrent lm/e'\ to Journals in English (ClJE).
CO I:. entries include brief' annotations when-
ever an article's title is not indicative of its
content. I lowever, in order to read the entire
article, Smith must either obtain it from the
library or order it from the journal publisher,

By now, Smith has obtained a significant
hotly of information on the subject in which
he is interested. I le may continue to pursue
information or decide that what he has found

Figure 4 Main Entry from C1JE

EJ Number

Ai ode Tide
4 lid Author

Journal, Volume

Descriptors

AnnotatIons

EJ 102 415 CS 701 289
FourLetter Words: Use in Publications? Stein.,
berg, !Lime, Communication Journalism
cation Today, v7, pp9, Spr 74

#0/ Journalism, School Newspapers, Free-
dom 01 Speech, Censorship,, Secondary
Lducation, (Obscene Language)

Puts the current use of expletives in perspec-
tive for high school journalism students and
publication staffs (RID)

El 102 416 CS 701 290
Professionals Must Work with Secondary Jour-
nalists Cunningham, Dick, Climmunication J(?-
urnalism Education Today. v7, pp10-11, Spr 74

*Journalism, Student Publications, Cen-
sorship, Freedom of Speech, Secondary
Education

Argues thst professional journalists must work
w:th high school Journalists and journalism or-
ganizations to prevent interference of press free-
dome in high school publications (R11)

is sufficient to enable him to draw up guide-
lines for determining responsibility of the
school newspaper to print articles such as the
series on drugs.

OTHER RESOURCES

Low-cost computer searches of the ERIC
system are available throughout the country
from both public and private search services,
and Smith could have used one of these
services had he so desired.

Listed below are the location of the com-
puter search services.

ERIC/Career Education
204 Gabel !tall
Northern Illinois University
DeKalb,.11.. 60115
Phone: 815.753-1251

ERIC/Counseling & Personnel
2108 Education Bldg.
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
Phone' 313.764.9492

ERIC/Disadvantaged
Box 40
Columbia University
Teachers College

525 W. 120th St.
New Yolk, NY 10027
Phone: 212-678-3438
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ERIC/Early Chddhood Develop.
College of Education
University of Illinois
805 W. Pennsylvania Ave.
Urbana, IL 61801
Phone: 217. 333.1386

ERIC/Educational Management
University of Oregon
Eugene, OR 97403
Phone. 503.686.5043

ERIC/Ilandicapped & Gifted Child,
The Council for Exceptional Chtld.
1920 Association Drive
Reston, VA 22091
Phone: 703. 620.3660

ERIC/Higher Education
George Washington University
One Dupont Circle, Suite 630
Washington, D.C. 20036
Plume: 202.296-2597



Flt1C/Infrmation Resources
Centel tor IZeseardi & Development in Teaching
Stanford Univcuity,
Stantoid, CA 04305
Plume 415-321-2300, ext. 3345

ER1C/Jumor Colleges
1Zoorn 06, Powell I ibrary
Ilinveisiry of Calitorma
405 Ililgaid :\Nreirrie
I as Angeles, C. \ 00024
Phone _'13- 81S -;d) ;I

1-RICIlAuguages and Linguistics
Modern Language Association of America
62 Erfth ,\e
New bulk, NY 10011
Phone 212-74 I -786.3

ERIC/Reading and Con»nunrcatron Skills
National Council of teachers of English
1 1 1 1 Kenyon Rd
Urbana, II 61801
Phone 217-328.3870

ERIC/Rural Education and Small Schools
Box 3AI'
New Mexico State University

as Cruces, NM 88003
Phone 505-646-1623

ERIC' /Science, Math and Environmental Educ.
400 Lincoln lower
Ohio State University
1800 Cannon Di we
Columbus, ()11 43210
Phone 614-422-6717

ERIC/Social Studies & Social Science Educ.
855 Broadway
Boulder, CO 80302
Phone' 301-443.1383, ext 8434

ERIC/Teacher Education
Ament.an Assn of Colleges for Teacher Edue.
One Dupont ('ircle, Suite 616
Washington, I) C. 20036
Phone 201-203-7280

ERIC/lest s, Measurement & Evaluation
Educat tonal lesting Set vice
Princeton,. NJ 08540
Phone 600-021-0000, ext. 2691

To find out the ERIC computer search
service nearest to you, you may write ERIC/
RCS at 1 111 Kenyon Rd., Urbana, 1 t. 61801,

Sample prices for materials from the ERIC
document seivic ale 75 cents fur microfiche
of a document running between 1 and 479 pages.
For hard copy, the price runs $1.50 for 1-25
pages, $5.40 for 101-125 pages. Postage is
added to these prices,
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USING THE ERIC SYSTEM

The ERIC Clearinghouse on Reading and
Communication Skills is sponsored by the
Nat ional Council of Teachers of English in
cooperation with the National Institute of
Education, U.S. Department c fllealth, Educa-
tion, and Welfare. ERIC's objUve is to keep
educators !Moulted about current developments
in education. Intbrinaoon collected by the
ERIC Clearinghouse on Reading and Cunt
InUniCatiOn Skills and the other ERIC clear-
inghouses can be ordered from the ERIC
Document Reproduction Service (EDRS),
P.O. Box 190, Arlington, VA 22210. For
complete oulering information consult the
monthly issues of Resources in Education
(RI E).

Documents with ED numbers are indexed
in Resources in Education. Those with EJ
numbers are indexed in Current Index to
Journals in Education (CIJE). And those with
CS numbers are recently acquired materials;
El) or EJ numbers will soon be assigned.


